Tentative Hasselt City Tours – NACADA
Participants will select one city tour on the 9th that they would like participate in. The tour is included in the registration fee.

On the 10th, participants can choose a second city tour to participate in, or they can choose to have free time during the scheduled tours.

The web site for choosing the tours will open in March and will be sent to all who have registered. First come, first serve.

9 July, 2019, 11:30 to 13:15

Warm Welcome
Start your visit in style. After a personal welcome at Tourist information Hasselt, you can enjoy a cup of coffee with Hasselt sweets or a glass of bubbly at the Smaaksalon. A film will give you first impression of the city. Everyone will get a postcard – to keep or to send to someone right away, free of charge.

The Sunny Side of Hasselt
Did you know that ...this entire city walk is comprised of fun facts? The guide will tell you all about them with vigour and content.

Fashion Walk
Discover the rich history of textiles in the city during this walk, parade through the Golden Alley (Gouden Straatje) with a guide, make the connection between the historic fashion story of avant-garde boutiques and the contemporary Limburg designers and find out why today’s most popular clothing chain store is located at the Molenpoortplein.

Jenever Museum
In the mid-19th century, there were dozens of jenever distilleries in Hasselt. Today, Hasselt is still the Jenever city par excellence. How do you serve and store this delicious drink? Who invented it? Why is it called jenever? Includes one complimentary tasting.

Architectural Walk
A guide will walk you around the most prominent architectural corners of Hasselt.
Street Art
A fascinating walk with guide along facades full of graffiti and hidden gems of street art. During this colourful tour you will get to know Hasselt’s impressive street art collection and discover the city in a unique and special way.

Japanese Symbolism and Culture
Hasselt is the home of the largest authentic Japanese garden in Europe. Cherry trees, koi fish, bridges, bonsai trees, winding paths ... enjoy the Japanese garden with a group guide.

Taste Route with Delicacies
A guide will take you to the most unique and tasty spots in Hasselt. Shops, but also cultural centres and culinary hotspots. This laid-back walk combines visits with local specialties such as “speculaas”, a shot of jenever, a praline, a beer from Herkenrode or coffee with a Hasselt macaron.

10 July, 2019, 16:30 to 18:00
Same tours as offered on 9 July, 2019

Warm Welcome
Start your visit in style. After a personal welcome at Tourist information Hasselt, you can enjoy a cup of coffee with Hasselt sweets or a glass of bubbly at the Smaaksalon. A film will give you first impression of the city. Everyone will get a postcard – to keep or to send to someone right away, free of charge.

The Sunny Side of Hasselt
Did you know that ... this entire city walk is comprised of fun facts? The guide will tell you all about them with vigour and content.

Fashion Walk
Discover the rich history of textiles in the city during this walk, parade through the Golden Alley (Gouden Straatje) with a guide, make the connection between the historic fashion story of avant-garde boutiques and the contemporary Limburg designers and find out why today’s most popular clothing chain store is located at the Molenpoortplein.

Jenever Museum
In the mid-19th century, there were dozens of jenever distilleries in Hasselt. Today, Hasselt is still the Jenever city par excellence. How do you serve and store this delicious drink? Who invented it? Why is it called jenever? Includes one complimentary tasting.

Architectural Walk
A guide will walk you around the most prominent architectural corners of Hasselt.

**Street Art**
A fascinating walk with guide along facades full of graffiti and hidden gems of street art. During this colourful tour you will get to know Hasselt’s impressive street art collection and discover the city in a unique and special way.

**Japanese Symbolism and Culture**
Hasselt is the home of the largest authentic Japanese garden in Europe. Cherry trees, koi fish, bridges, bonsai trees, winding paths ... enjoy the Japanese garden with a group guide.

**Taste Route with Delicacies**
A guide will take you to the most unique and tasty spots in Hasselt. Shops, but also cultural centres and culinary hotspots. This laid-back walk combines visits with local specialties such as “speculaas”, a shot of jenever, a praline, a beer from Herkenrode or coffee with a Hasselt macaron.